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However, one could not take their words back, and since her father alrea

dy declared this in front of so many people, Snow could not possibly tur

n her father down and risk embarrassing him in front of his respectable. 

peers.  

Besides, she was not entirely against the idea of marrying Leon at all. 

“Oh no,” everyone’s blood ran cold at this. 

Snow was a beautiful lady–one of the Four Beauties, no less. No 

man could ever resist a beauty like her, and 

Leon was no exception! 

Even though the elders did not approve of vincent’s behavior, unlike hi

m, they did not have pretty daughters that they could give out, and thus k

new that they would not be able to compete against him. 

George could not stand this any longer; he was worried that Leon would 

not be able to resist Vincent’s offer and quickly added, “President Wolf, 

the 

Collins will offer you six hundred and fifty million dollars to build a ne

w enterprise, provided you work with us! Not only that, but I’ll let you t

ake my granddaughter Ruth as your wife!” 

George, on behalf of the collins, gave Leon a better and more attractive 

offer! 

When Leon and the Shears collaborated to found 

Cynthion Group, the Shears only contributed 130 million dollars, and no

w, George offered five times the amount–this was a far 

more compelling deal than anything! 



Not only that, but Ruth was not just a talented martial artist but the last o

f the Four Beauties as well. 

Ruth’s background, beauty, and talent were on par with Snow’s. 

George was unwilling to believe that even with the prospect of money a

nd women, Leon would be able to  

resist his offer. 

“What? Grandpa, how can you?” Ruth was utterly shocked by this. She 

never thought, not even in 

her wildest dreams, that her grandfather would use her as a tool to lure L

eon into working with him! 

Even though Leon was a handsome and talented young man, this was he

r first time having laid eyes on him, and up until now, the two of them w

ere total strangers. Besides, she was such a good fighter that up until no

w, she barely even gave Leon a second glance. 

However, now, her grandfather gave her to him in marriage, in return for

 financial gain! She could not 

believe her ears! 

“Don’t butt in, Ruth. I have a plan!” George cut her off in a whisper. 

The truth was, Ruth was always such a good fighter and granddaughter t

hat he could not bear to give her away in exchange for Leon’s cooperati

on; he was just saying this to trick Leon into working with him. 

As for whether Leon and Ruth would get along and eventually become a

 couple, it was all up to fate! 

Ruth swiveled her eyes and immediately understood what George tried t

o say, so she kept quiet. 



“The Collins are being so generous!” Everyone was astounded by this. G

eorge’s offer was far more attractive than Vincent’s, and most 

of the major families already chose to give up. 

“Rats! What makes this fellow so good that both the Pooles and the Colli

ns want him so badly?” a crowd of young heirs and successors were envi

ous of the way Leon was being treated. 

Both Snow and Ruth were members of the Four Beauties; 

most of them pined after these two women for a very long time, and one 

would have to be extremely lucky to win either of their hearts!  

However, now, these two women were being dangled in front of Leon fo

r his choosing, and it was up to Leon to make his choice. 

What a lucky, lucky man! 
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They were all seething with envy! 

“Grandpa, do you think Mister Wolf will be seduced by the Collins‘ offe

r?” Harvey asked, his face pale with fright. 

he 

“I don’t know either,” Benedict replied, shaking his head. Even though h

e trusted Leon with all his life, had to admit that Collins gave him a very

 attractive offer, and he was concerned that Leon would change his 

mind. 

Meanwhile, onstage, Cynthia’s face turned red with rage. She planned th

is immaculate sales drive to help Leon achieve fame and reputation, but 

along the way, this turned into a 

dating show for Leon to pick his future wife!  



The worst part was, both Snow and Ruth were also part of the Four Bea

uties and were both on par with her. The truth was, Cynthia, Snow, and 

Ruth were equal competitors when it came to their family background, l

ooks or figures. 

Therefore, she was not too happy about 

the prospect of discovering two new competitors! 

“President Wolf, we’ve already listed our terms. I wonder what are your 

thoughts regarding them?” George asked calmly. 

“I-” Leon was stunned by this sudden turn of events. 

It 

started with Vincent promoting his daughter Snow, and now, George joi

ned suit; what was going on? 

Leon could not understand how an orphan like him with no familial back

ground whatsoever could have gotten so popular all of a sudden! 

Seeing that Leon did not reply, Benedict immediately thought he change

d his mind. He could not stand it any longer and stepped forward. “Hey, 

Collins, don’t waste your time and energy! If Leon wanted money, we c

an always give him six hundred and fifty million like you did! As for att

empting to lure him in with your beautiful granddaughter, as long as Le

on wants, I can marry Cynthia off to him as well! I’m sure my granddau

ghter is better than yours!” he said coldly. 

“What?” George was taken aback by this. 

Even though Leon was an exceptional alchemist, he was still an orphan 

who hailed from nothing. Not only did he have much room for improve

ment in his power level, but he did not have anything under his name as  

well. 



He was a long way away from being 

able to compete with the Four Major Families, and 

George used his granddaughter Ruth simply as bait for Leon. 

However, on the contrary, Benedict sounded determined to marry 

Cynthia off to him. This was a shocking revelation for George. 

However, there was one thing George did not know, which was that ben

edict knew 

since a long time ago about Cynthia’s crush on Leon and was just trying 

to help her. 

“Rats! How did this happen? Has everyone gone insane?” 

the young heirs and socialites watching this even more outraged. 

grew  

With the Shears joining in, this meant that Leon could choose from three

 out of the Four Beauties in  

Springfield City, but this was not the worst part. 

After what happened before this, everyone knew that Leon’s ex–

girlfriend was none other than Iris Young, the prettiest of the Four Beaut

ies!  

The four most gorgeous women in Springfield City, the ones who captur

ed the hearts of almost every young man in town, were being offered to 

Leon like bait! 

One could only imagine how that felt! 

Meanwhile, Louisa turned to glance at Iris, whose face turned pale, in c

oncern. “What’s wrong, Iris? Are you okay?” 

“I’m fine,” Iris forced out a smile, but the truth was, emotions were swir

ling in her mind. 
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After all, Leon used to be her boyfriend, and they broke up out of circu

mstances outside her control, and not because she ceased to love him at 

all. 

Therefore, it was certainly not a good feeling to watch the man she loved

 being pined after by other women, not to mention the women in questio

n were the three remaining beauties in Springfield City. The worst part 

was, she was helpless to stop them. 

“President Wolf, please make a choice!” George was relentless. He fixat

ed his piercing gaze on Leon, hopes of getting an answer. 

in  

“Elder Collins, I appreciate your kindness, but the Shears and I’ve been 

getting along quite well, and as of now, I don’t want to collaborate with 

anyone else!” Leon replied curtly. 

He was a grateful person; the Shears were the ones who helped him buil

d Cynthion Group, and thus he would not abandon them and choose to w

ork with other people. This was not something he could bring himself to 

do! 

The color drained from George and ruth’s faces upon hearing this–

especially Ruth. She was one of the most skilled martial artists that the C

ollins saw, and one of the Four Beauties, no less. There were plenty of y

oung, handsome men who would do anything to take her hand in marria

ge. 

Therefore, she could not accept the fact that she was rejected by 

someone like Leon! 



Even though she never intended to marry Leon for personal gain, 

it was another thing entirely to be rejected by him in public! 

All of a sudden, fury was ignited within her, and she fixated her murdero

us glare on Leon’s face, trying to remember the man who turned her do

wn in front of so many people!  

However, George and Ruth were not the only ones shocked by 

this; Vincent and Snow were just as appalled. 

Leon’s rejection of the Collins was an indirect indicator of his attitude to

wards the Pooles as well, Vincent could not help feeling humiliated. 

and 

However, he and Leon were friends, and despite how disappointed he fel

t, he could understand Leon’s point of view and thus would not hold a gr

udge towards him for this. 

Snow thought along the same lines; she fancied Leon, but she was not in

 love with him at all, and on the contrary, Leon’s rejection made her feel 

as though a weight was lifted off her shoulders. 

However, as one of the Four Beauties, she, too, had her dignity to uphol

d. Being rejected by Leon in public made her feel as though she was not 

good enough for him, and she could not help 

feeling displeased by this and silently cursed Leon. 

Not only that, but she even made a mental reminder to get him back for t

his in the future! 

“That’s great!” Benedict burst into laughter as a weight was lifted off his

 shoulders. 

Cynthia’s face erupted into a delighted smile. She turned to glance victor

iously at Ruth and Snow, and even shot Iris a triumphant look. 



Iris’s face was pale as she felt her heart sink. 

Even though Leon only chose to continue working 

with the Shears and did not say anything about accepting benedict’s offe

r of marrying Cynthia, one could not deny that this possibility was still t

here. 

Leon was the president of Cynthion Group, whereas Cynthia was the CE

O. Considering the two of them spent every minute of their working day 

together, it would not take long for feelings to develop. 

When Iris first broke up with Leon, she did so out of spite and did not thi

nk things through, but now, she finally realized just how 

distant she and Leon were becoming, and that it would not take long for 

her to lose him entirely! 

This realization sent shards 

of fear piercing through her heart, and all of a sudden, the pain was so ex

cruciating that she felt like she was suffocating! 
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Seeing that Leon made his decision, Albert finally could not keep quiet a

ny longer. 

“Leon, I want to apologize for the misunderstandings that have arisen be

tween you and my family,” Albert said, letting out an awkward smile. 

After finding out that Leon was the alchemist 

behind the Shears‘ legacy, he intended to resolve the 

unpleasant encounter between them. However, what the Youngs did to L

eon was so cruel and heartless that he did not know how to patch things 

up. 

“Some things are meant to be left in the past,” Leon said calmly. 



Even though he began to make a 

name for himself in this city, his achievements were still a long way awa

y from the Four Major Families. Therefore, he was certain that Albert w

as not giving him a genuine apology at 

all.  

Neither Albert nor Gilbert would truly put their egos aside and apologize

 to him sincerely, at 

least not before he made a name for himself in this city. 

Albert began to panic when 

he saw how unbothered Leon seemed. He hesitated for a moment, then fi

nally decided enough was enough. “Leon, the Youngs are also interested

 in the opportunity to work with you. If you’re willing to return and join 

us, I’ll offer you six hundred and fifty million dollars to found another c

ompany, and consider letting Iris be with you again!” he declared. 

The truth was, even before the sales drive started, he and gilbert already 

decided to offer the master alchemist a chance to marry into their family 

in exchange for collaboration. 

Now that the master alchemist turned out to be Leon, this was even bette

r news. After all, Leon and Iris still 

loved each other, despite having broken up. 

It would not be a bad trade to allow Leon to date Iris again 

in exchange for financial gain. 

“What? Grandpa, you,” Iris turned to give Albert a look of disbelief. 

It was Albert 

and gilbert who questioned Leon’s intentions and even suspected that he 

was the mastermind behind her kidnapping, which led to 

her inevitable breakup with him, but now, Albert changed his mind and 



was now allowing her to get back together with him. What was going on

? 

Was Albert not worried about Leon possibly returning to steal their fortu

ne for himself? 

Iris was so puzzled by this that she froze in shock. 

“I can’t 

believe it! Even the Youngs have joined in!” cries of woe and despair ra

ng out amongst the crowd of young socialites watching. 

Most of them knew that Leon was Iris’s ex–

boyfriend, and since sensible people did not dwell on past mistakes, they

 thought that Iris would never want to get back together with Leon again,

 but it turned out they were mistaken! 

However, thankfully, Leon already rejected Ruth and Snow and never sh

owed clear intentions of wanting to 

be with Cynthia either, so there was still a chance! 

“Elder Young, are you serious?” Leon asked eagerly, unable to hide his 

excitement.  

Iris was always a woman he loved and could not seem to forget. Ever sin

ce their breakup, he tried to make a name for himself in an attempt to ch

ange Albert and gilbert’s minds so that he could be with Iris again. 

However, now that Albert agreed to let him reconcile 

with Iris, he did not need to prove himself to them any longer! 

An expression of delight crossed Albert’s face as he realized Leon was s

uccessfully tempted. “That’s right. If you choose to work with us instead

, I’ll allow you to marry Iris, and you can get engaged right away!” 
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“I-

” Leon began to tremble in excitement and wanted nothing more than to 

agree right in that instant. 

“Leon,” Next to him, Cynthia bit her lip nervously, her entire face as pal

e as a sheet of paper. 

The truth was, she knew all along that Leon’s heart was still with Iris, bu

t she never thought Iris’s power over him was so great that Albert would

 be able to use her as bait, and that Leon would fall for it so easily, as tho

ugh all the mistreatment he received from the Youngs was forgotten! 

She was certain that Leon would agree to anything Albert wanted! 

A wave of despair surged through her at this realization. 

When he 

felt Cynthia’s gaze on him, Leon immediately regained his composure as

 though he was struck by lightning. 

The Shears helped him in the past; what would he amount to if he chose 

to forgo their kindness and work with the Youngs instead? 

Besides, it was Cynthia who supported and helped him after his breakup 

with Iris. 

He could not betray the Shears just like that! 

Yet, Iris was the woman he loved, and if he turned down the opportunity

 to reconcile with her, he would possibly lose her forever! 

This was not the price he was willing to pay! 

What was he supposed to do? 



The color drained from Leon’s face at this realization, and his smile froz

e on his face. 

On the one hand, this was the woman he loved, and on the other hand, w

ere his principles and dignity. He had to choose between the two. 

This was the biggest decision he ever made! 

His heart swung between the two options, unsure of how to go about fro

m here. 

Seeing that Leon fell silent, Cynthia, Benedict, and even Harvey’s hearts

 sank. They all knew that Albert’s offer was far too tempting for Leon to

 turn down! 

Leon could not possibly resist this! 

As opposed to the three of them, Albert’s face was bright with glee. He 

knew that Leon would surely choose. Iris over anything! 

After a long time of no response, Albert furrowed his brows and could n

ot help asking, “Leon, have you made a decision? Are you going to say 

yes?” 

“Elder Young, I’m very sorry, but I cannot say yes!” Leon took in a dee

p breath and made his choice. 

One could not betray his principles and dignity, and he could not bring h

imself to turn his back on the Shears, who helped him greatly! 

As for Iris, he would come back for her once he made a name for himsel

f and win her heart the proper way! 

He could not betray the Shears like this; even if he got to reconcile with 

Iris, Leon knew that he would be weighed down by guilt for the rest of h

is life.  

“What?” the smile froze on Albert’s face.  



He did not only use Iris as bait, but even 

offered 650 million dollars as funding for Leon to start a new company, 

yet this man turned down both money and the woman he loved! 

Albert was utterly appalled by this.  

“He, he turned me down,” The color drained from Iris’s 

face. She staggered and almost crumpled onto the ground in a heap. 
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Thankfully, Louisa was quick enough to catch her before she could fall. 

“What’s wrong, Iris?” she asked worriedly. 

“I’m fine,” Iris replied, biting her lip as her blood ran cold. 

She was usually a wise and calm person, and thus could easily understan

d the position Leon was being put in, but now that she was placed on the

 spot, she could not find it in herself to empathize with him! 

All she could see was that Leon chose Cynthia over her. 

The Youngs were not the only ones who lost; she also lost to Cynthia. 

Louisa balked at this. 

The truth was, as an outsider, she could tell how difficult of a position L

eon was in, but she could not deny the fact that Leon indeed gave up on 

the opportunity to reconcile with Iris. 

She was secretly outraged by this and did not know how to best console 

her cousin. 

“That’s great! I love you so much, Leon!” Cynthia never expected that L

eon would be able to resist the Youngs‘ tantalizing offer. She was absolu



tely over the moon at this and could not help pulling Leon in for a huge 

hug. 

Benedict and Harvey were equally surprised. Grins of satisfaction spread

 across their faces at this. 

They both trusted Leon all along, and now, it was proven that Leon did 

not disappoint. 

Leon was embarrassed by being hugged by Cynthia in front of so many 

people, and he quickly tried to push Cynthia away. 

Cynthia blushed as she realized how she overreacted, but she tucked her 

hair behind her ear, feigning nonchalance, and quickly regained her com

posure. 

After Leon’s numerous rejections, everyone could tell that he was deter

mined to continue working with the Shears and would not be swayed by 

anything. Therefore, no 

matter how reluctant they were to let this be, they had no choice but to gi

ve up. 

The Collins and the Youngs were the same; Leon turned down their sinc

erest offers, and they could not help feeling outraged at being humiliated

 like this. 

If it were not for the fact that Cynthion Group still sold the Energy Nurtu

ring Pills and Pure Energy Pills, which they desperately needed, they wo

uld have stormed out of the room by now! 

Walter Fields was even more furious. Before this, he got into an alliance 

with the Youngs and the Collins to sabotage Leon’s relationship with th

e Shears, and thus, he could accept any outcome that 

resulted in Leon siding with either the Youngs or the Collins, but Leon i

nsisted on working with the Shears instead, which angered him greatly! 



However, he had many years of experience and wisdom within him, so h

e was careful not to display his rage outwardly. 

“Thank you for your support toward Cynthion Group! I’m sure that you 

all have come to join this sales drive 

not just for me, but because of the Energy Nurturing Pills and Pure Ener

gy Pills.” As the president of Cynthion Group, Leon was obliged 

to give a short speech. After that, he clapped his hands, signaling the hos

tess to bring out both items. 

“These are the Pure Energy Pills. They come in tens and are brewed fro

m fine herbs from more than five hundred years ago. as a result of this, t

hey are extremely rare,” Leon took the pills 

from the hostess and showed them to everyone. 

Each pill was encased in shiny, golden capsules where they could see the

 faint ripple of energy within. One could easily tell that this was indeed a

 valuable piece of treasure, 

“Oh!” Quinton was astounded by this. He finally understood why Leon a

nd Cynthia went all the way to Seacove City that day; it was all because 

they wanted to get their hands on the five–hundred–year–

old wild Panax to manufacture the True Energy Pills! 
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“Mister Wolf, can the True Energy Pills help people who are at the Peak 

Innate State become a member of the realm of Supreme Masters?” Jenso

n asked excitedly. 

Due to the Shears having given good marketing before this, most of the 

major families already heard about the True Energy Pills and what they 

could yield. 

Both Jenson and Bernard came here just for this!  



The realm of the Supreme Masters was the first gateway into the practic

e of martial arts, and the most challenging obstacle to get past. 

Jenson was the heir to the Wicks‘ legacy, and even though he was not as

 talented as Harvey or even Anson, he was still skilled nonetheless, and j

ust recently, after much hard work and effort, he managed to achieve the

 Peak Innate State.  

If he could get his hands on one of the True Energy Pills, he could easily

 become 

a member of the realm of Supreme Masters, and this would save him so 

much time! 

“That’s right! Not only can the True Energy Pills help every martial artis

t transition from Peak Innate State to the realm of Supreme Masters, but 

they can even help people who are already in the realm of Supreme Mast

ers. Anyone who is at a level below the Supreme Innate State will be abl

e to overcome their plateau in the path of martial arts by taking one of t

hese True Energy Pills!” Leon said, nodding. 

“What? The True Energy Pills work on people in the realm of Supreme 

Masters too? That’s incredible!” 

The crowd burst into a flurry of commotion at this. 

Most of the second generation of the major families already reached the 

realm of Supreme Masters, and every time one leveled up, their powers 

would significantly improve. 

If they could get their hands on the True Energy Pills, they could easily i

mprove their fighting and power, so much so that they might even be abl

e to take on the Four Major Families! 

One could only imagine how important the True Energy Pills were! 

However, unfortunately, the quantity was limited; Cynthion Group sold 

only ten of these pills. 



It would already be a miracle to get their hands on just one or two of the

se pills; anything more than that was impossible! 

The Shears knew this too. Because of how rare the True Energy Pills we

re, they did not keep all of it for themselves. Since there was no guarante

e that the pills would be able to break the plateau in their martial arts trai

ning, there was no point in trying to hoard everything for themselves. 

This was why Benedict suggested Leon sell the rest and earn a reputatio

n this way.  

He did this out of consideration for both Leon and Cynthia Group’s futu

re. 

“President Wolf, this is all just based on your claims! Who would know 

whether you’re telling the truth or not?” Harold was the first to question 

him. 

His words made everyone snap back to reality. 

“The Northern King is right! President Wolf, this is a product of your m

aking, so of course you’ll have nothing but good words about it! We’ve 

never even seen something like this before, so how can be sure you’re n

ot boasting?” 

Everyone murmured in agreement over Harold’s statement. 

After all, the True Energy Pill sounded too good to be true, and it was re

asonable to doubt it. 

Thankfully, Cynthia already anticipated this happening and prepared for 

this! 

“Everyone, please 

calm down. If you want to know whether the pills work or not, we’ll try 

it out later!” 
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Leon cleared his throat. 

“Try? How is he going to do that?” Everyone was dubious of this. 

“It’s easy; as everyone knows, Mister Harvey Shear has remained at the 

Peak Innate State 

for quite some time now. Cynthion Group can offer him a True Energy P

ill to try, and if he manages to ascend to become a member of the realm 

of Supreme Masters, it will prove that the True Energy Pills do work. O

n the contrary, if he is unable to achieve that, it would mean the True En

ergy Pills don’t work at all!” Leon said, smiling. 

Leon finally understood why Cynthia refused to let Harvey take one of t

he pills when they were first produced; it turned out she plan to use Harv

ey to prove the pills‘ effectiveness in public! 

Leon could not help lamenting how smart and sharp Cynthia was! 

“Use Mister Shear as a test subject? That sounds like a good idea!” the 

crowd erupted into a flurry of commotion and activity. 

Harvey was one of the most outstanding martial artists in the city, and ev

eryone knew that he was stuck at the Peak Innate State for quite a while 

now. therefore, he would be the perfect test subject for this  

experiment.  

With everyone’s eyes on him, Harvey picked up a True Energy Pill and 

swallowed it whole. 

The pill melted in his mouth, and a gush of pure energy surged toward hi

s energy center. 



He quickly sat down cross–legged on the floor 

and began harnessing his energy, using the energy provided by the pill to

 rise against the obstruction caused by the plateau. 

However, the crowd began to grow unsettled as more time passed. 

“Do you guys think the True Energy Pills can help fighters in Peak Innat

e State ascend to the realm of Supreme Masters?” 

“I don’t know, but we all have seen for ourselves just how powerful the 

Energy Nurturing Pills were. Since Cynthion Group successfully manuf

actured them before, I’m sure the True Energy Pills won’t be any 

different.” 

“I don’t agree. Perhaps the True Energy Pills are good complements to a

 martial artist like the Energy Nurturing Pills are, but I think it’s a stretc

h to say that they can help Peak Innate State warriors ascent to the realm

 of Supreme Masters. How can there be such a miraculous pill?” 

“That’s right. I think Cynthion Group is just bluffing!” 

Whispers and murmurs rippled through the crowd. 

Since everyone just how effective the Energy Nurturing Pills were, they 

were confident of Cynthion Group’s abilities, but on the other hand, the 

True Energy Pills seemed too good to be true, and it was likely that Cynt

hion Group exaggerated its true effects! 

This was a common marketing tactic and thus no one would be surprised

 if it turned out to be the case!  

The Fields and the Lowes could not help sneering when they saw how lo

ng Harvey went without any change. 

They were Leon’s enemies, so of 

course they hoped that the True Energy Pills were a hoax! That way, the



y could use this to challenge Leon and bring down Cynthion Group altog

ether! 

This was Leon’s price to pay for crossing them! 

After a long time, Harvey’s eyes remained 

closed, and there was no sign of him stirring. 

At this point, even Cynthia and the rest of the Shears were beginning to 

get restless. 

After all, because of the True Energy Pill’s scarcity, they were yet to exp

eriment with it on real people and thus did not know whether it 

would truly work! 

Most of the people who showed up for the sales drive 

were here to pick on Leon and the True Energy Pills. 

Just now, Leon’s determination to work with the Shears inadvertently cr

ossed many of the major families, and Leon made many new enemies th

is way. 
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If the True Energy Pills turned out to 

be a hoax, the crowd would be outraged, and the consequences would be

 dire! 

However, Leon was the only person who seemed calm about all this. 

Even though he never experimented with the True Energy 

Pills and was thus unsure if they would work or not, he took the Foundat

ion Pills before, and since the Foundation Pill successfully helped him g

et through to the Foundation Phase, this meant that the True Energy Pills

 would work too! 



After all, the last time he took the Foundation Pill, he spent an entire afte

rnoon absorbing the energy within them which finally allowed him to br

eak through the Foundation Phase. 

Leon guessed that Harvey’s situation was the same; he needed time to ab

sorb the energy within the pills, which was why there was a significant 

delay. 

However, the people watching were not as patient as Leon was. After wa

iting for a little while longer, they were 

beginning to grow impatient at the lack of progress. 

“Leon, you swore up and down that the True Energy Pills can help marti

al artists attain the realm of the Supreme Masters! Where is it? 

Why can’t I see it anywhere?” Theodore sneered. 

“Don’t rush; this isn’t something as simple as drinking a glass of water, 

so how can you expect it to be done so soon? Everyone, let’s just wait fo

r a few more minutes. I’m sure Mister Shear is going to achieve it soon!

” Leon replied. 

“A few more minutes? We’ve already waited so long, how much longer 

are we supposed to wait? forever?” Jacob jeered. 

He and Theodore were both rivals to Leon, and they could not give up th

e opportunity to pick on Leon, considering how badly the scales seemed

 to be tipped in their favor now! 

Everyone began to rouse at this. 

“That’s right! Leon Wolf, do you and Cynthion Group think we’re fools

? We’ve all cleared our schedules to attend this sales drive and brought t

he rest of our family. We’re not here to be treated like circus monkeys!” 

Everyone began to toss the blame on Leon. 



Not only that, but with Jacob and Theodore’s deliberate provocation, the

 crowd grew more and more riled up, their eyes glinting with malice as t

hough they would pounce on Leon at any minute. 

“Leon Wolf, you and Cynthion Group have deceived us and wasted our t

ime! as the president of Cyntion Group, you need to give us an explanati

on for this, otherwise, we will charge!” Walter scoffed, stepping forward

 to face him. 

As the head of the Fields, Walter’s presence was an undeniable power th

at propelled the rest to stand forward in preparation to attack Leon and C

ynthion Group. 

Seeing that the atmosphere began to get heated, both Benedict’s and vin

cent’s faces turned pale. 

If there were only the Fields and the Lowes against Leon, they would no

t be too frightened, but now, Walter deliberately riled up and turned the r

est of the crowd against them. How could they possibly stand a chance? 

“Who says Cynthion Group has deceived you?” All of a sudden, a sneer 

rang out from the stage as Harvey opened his eyes, his penetrating stare 

sweeping across the crowd. 

With that, his energy ascended and rose, penetrating through the Peak In

nate State right into the realm of 

Supreme Masters!  

“The Initiate Supreme 

State!” Everyone was utterly shocked by the change in Harvey’s energy. 
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Neither of them thought that Harvey would truly make it to the realm of 

Supreme Masters with the True Energy Pill’s help!  



“How’s this possible?” the Fields 

and the Lowes were casting dirty looks at him. 

The crowd was already riled up with their encouragement, and Leon was

 just 

minutes away from being defeated, but now, Harvey’s energy ascended 

at the last minute and foiled their plans! 

One could only imagine their rage! 

“Mister Shear, congratulations on achieving Initial Supreme State,” Leo

n said, smiling. 

“Yes, you have no idea how long I’ve been waiting for this day! If it 

weren’t for the True Energy Pills, afraid I would have two or three more 

years 

to go before I can reach this point!” Harvey could not help bursting into 

laughter. 

I’m 

To ascend into the realm of Supreme Masters was his biggest wish, and 

now that he 

finally achieved his goal, his entire heart almost burst with joy, and he gr

inned from ear to ear. 

Not only that, but the True Energy Pills contained purified energy that se

emed to cleanse his entire being, so much so that he felt that his energy 

became lighter and purer! 

The purer one’s energy was, the easier it was for them to overcome obst

acles in their martial arts 

practice, and this would benefit him greatly in the future! 

“Did you guys see that? With the help of the True Energy Pills, my brot

her has achieved a new milestone in his martial arts training, so what do 



you have to say about that?” Cynthia 

said coldly, but she secretly let out a sigh of relief. 

Both Benedict and Vincent were just as relieved by this. 

“Um,” Sheepish looks crossed the audience’s faces as everyone fell silen

t, especially the Fields and the Lowes. 

No matter how reluctant 

they were to admit it, the truth sat right in front of their faces.  

“Wait a minute!” All of a sudden, Anson stepped forward. 

Cynthia furrowed her brows. “What are you doing, Mister Collins?” 

“President Shear, why did Harvey take so long to get through to the real

m of Supreme Masters, yet manage to achieve it just at the right time? T

his seems to be too much of a coincidence to me!” Anson said. 

“What are you trying to say, Anson?” Harvey’s expression turned dark a

s he shot Anson a cold look. 

“What I’m trying to say is that I suspect you’re cheating! Perhaps you w

ere only pretending to have attained the Initial Supreme State to help Le

on and Cynthion Group get out of this mess!” Anson replied, sneering. 

“What nonsense! Everyone was watching me just now, so 

how could I possibly have faked my energy?” Harvey scoffed and imme

diately heightened his energy, sending a surge of energy gushing in the c

rowd’s 

direction. 

Most of 

the people watching were experienced martial artists and immediately 

could see that Harvey told the truth; judging from his energy, he indeed 

attained the Initial Surpeme State! 



“That is up for debate! The Cynthion Group has exceptional skills in alc

hemy, as evidenced by their success in manufacturing the Energy Nurtur

ing Pills, so how can you be certain they didn’t try to hide or change you

r energy?” Anson tried to defend himself. 

“That doesn’t sound possible!” The crowd was dubious at this. 

Every martial artist had their energies and auras, which were tightly link

ed to their martial arts training, therefore it would be very difficult to hid

e or even attempt to change them. 

 
 


